Best Tesla News Sources
This is part of my Tesla series. To read all articles in this series click here.

Tesla Gigafactory Berlin-Brandenburg, currently under construction.

To me, Tesla is one of the most fascinating companies on the planet. They are at the forefront of the
world’s transition to sustainable energy and autonomous mobility, a multi-trillion dollar market.
Also, Tesla is not just one company. They are basically a collection of startups.

Most people don’t take the time to understand the company. This is why people often misunderstand
Tesla. I don’t blame them. It’s very time-consuming to do so.

If you want to start to understand the company, you need to rent a Model 3 or Model Y for a
weekend (or better, for a week or month). You really cannot understand the company if you have
never experienced the product.

And then, after you’ve done that, here is my collection of the best Tesla news sources to keep up to
date:

YouTube / Podcasts
Solving The Money Problem (investment focus, daily videos)
Munro Live (engineering focus)
Tesla Daily (high quality daily news)
HyperChange (investment focus)

Twitter
@elonmusk (CEO, Tesla)
@vincent13031925 (General & China news)
@Ray4Tesla (China news)
@alex_avoigt (Giga Berlin)
@tobilindh (Giga Berlin)

Newsletters
ARK Invest (research focused on disruptive technologies)
HyperChange (paid newsletter, once per week)

Linkedin
Herbert Diess (CEO, Volkswagen Group) e.g. How we transform Volkswagen
Jerome Guillen (President Automotive at Tesla)
Drew Baglino (SVP Powertrain and Energy Engineering at Tesla)

Websites
Electrek
Tesmanian
Teslarati
CleanTechnica

Quarterly Updates
Quarterly Webcast and Financial Reports by Tesla

Join 1500+ subscribers to receive updates on personal growth, mental health and financial
freedom:

Subscribe

Bonus: After signing up, you will receive my exclusive Good Life Checklist with actionable ideas
on how to improve your life.
Leave this field empty if you're human:

Did I miss a great source? Let me know by commenting on Twitter.

To read all articles in my Tesla series click here. Disclosure: I am a TSLA shareholder since 2017.

